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we heard from many of you in large organizations that
use visual studio you often want to control certain
aspects of vs behavior to achieve consistency,
compliance, or compatibility across your organization.
one problem that currently exists is that there is no
easy way for an admin to even discover what all global
polices exist for visual studio. to create an instance of
sql server, you need an administrator account and the
following permissions: log on to the computer as an
administrator. run powershell with elevated privileges.
create and configure users that are installed with the
server software. run powershell as the user. create
and configure sql server databases, logins, and
administrators. unattended installation. well i
recommend you to go for the latter. they provide msi
files with all version of sql server, which can be run
without installation/deinstallation of sql server and is
handy for you to install a particular version to your
machine. in this release, we’re introducing a few new
feature we’re particularly proud of. we’ve enhanced
the sql server management studio (ssms) and sql
server data tools (ssdt) to include a rich feature set
that makes it easier to connect to azure sql databases
from ssms and sql server data tools. for example: you
can view the entire physical database structure from
azure without restoring it you can easily create and
modify azure sql database with sql azure migration
tool from ssms or ssdt you can easily import schema
and data from an azure sql database to another azure
sql database or sql server you can easily export
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schema and data from another azure sql database to
an azure sql database you can easily back up a
schema and data from a standalone azure sql
database to azure sql database or sql server
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The Visual Studio team are always listening to our
customers and update our product offering with the
feedback. This is one such example. If you have any

feedback regarding the new Visual Studio ADMX/ADML
files, please let us know. On many occasions,

customers ask us to provide a solution to generate a
complete test or stub dataset for their newly

introduced changes or enhancements. For that
purpose, we have introduced, ‘code cleanup’, available
for Visual Studio 2017 and Visual Studio 2015, to save

time and effort in preparing a robust production
dataset. Code cleanup helps to reduce the size of the

dataset that is generated by identifying unused
dataset elements and creating an optimized dataset
which has a smaller size but contains all the business

rules. Besides the tools and frameworks from our
product line, there are many outside products that are

integral to the software development process. One
product that is widely used for Web, Mobile or desktop
development, and with Visual Studio 2017 is the Visual

Studio Code extensibility, which helps developers to
effortlessly bring their custom extensions to the IDE.
And this is just the beginning. As the community of

extensions grows over time, the possibilities are
almost endless. We offer extensions for the Visual
Studio Code, and as more and more people start to
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get involved with this extension ecosystem, we
continue to grow it and continually add more

extensions and functionality. Visual Studio is a
powerful multi-platform IDE, and developers are using

the robust IntelliSense technology extensively to
achieve improved productivity and coding experience.

We have some really exciting IntelliSense
enhancements in Visual Studio 2017. You can now
easily jump to a member definition, live C# and VB
code hints, and show string, integer, and numeric

literal comparisons at any point in the source code.
Additionally, for any common type, Visual Studio 2017

has IntelliSense functionality to offer choices about
which property to use on a type as a shorthand for
finding properties. This feature is available on the

Type Members tab, which allows developers to find all
public static readonly properties and associated

methods available for the selected type. There are
also suggestions made by Visual Studio to help you
refactor your code, and some refactorings that are

available for C# and VB languages are: code
refactorings, code find operations (find usages, find
references), member name refactorings, and code
collapse operations. We also have new refactorings
available for the Visual Studio 2017, of which some

examples are: rename method, modify to, conditional,
and realize interface. 5ec8ef588b
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